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Names of 
Nobility

The beginning of Sefer Shemot is quite 
perplexing. The Torah lists the names of 
Yaakov Avinu’s children of who accompa-
nied him down to Egypt, information that 
we already know from Sefer Bereisheet 
46;8-26. What is the significance of recount-
ing the names once again? Further, why is 
the entire second book of Torah titled She-
mot, referencing names?

Rav Munk offers an explanation based 
on the well-known Midrash which teaches 
that the Jewish people merited redemp-
tion since they maintained their Hebrew 
names. A name is not merely a techni-
cal detail to distinguish one person from 
another. A name reflects one’s essence 
and serves as a connection between an 
individual and Hashem. Rav Pincus notes 
that a boy is named at his brit, a covenant 
between the child and Hashem. Similarly, a 
girl is traditionally named after her father 

gets an aliyah to the Torah, also called “Sefer 
Habrit.” Here too, this deep connection 
between the child and Hashem is reflected 
in her naming.

A finer look at the story of the two 
Hebrew midwives gives us a deeper 
insight into the power of a name as a 
means of spiritual connection. Rabbi 
Brazil in Bishvili Nivra Haolam, posits 
that Paroh insisted that the midwives 
be called by Egyptian names. He hoped 
that having an arbitrary identification 
would allow them to look at themselves, 
as well as the infants they delivered, as 
random numbers, not as individuals with 
meaning and purpose. Paroh calculated 
that this attitude would enable the mid-
wives to kill the babies as they were born 
since they would relate to the babies as 
dispensable and meaningless. A Jew, 
however, is always a name and never 
a number. The Torah begins listing the 
names of the Shevatim before mention-
ing how many they were, highlighted this 
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integral element of Jewish identity. Rabbi 
Brazil adds that connecting to the spiri-
tual essence of one’s name protects him 
or her from outside influences. Thus, we 
have Sefer Shemot. The book of redemp-
tion is predicated on faith and loyalty to 
the power and implication of a name.

It is noted in Midrash Rabbah, that the 
names of the Shevatim foreshadowed the 
process of redemption. For example, the 
name Shimon reflected, “Hashem heard 
their cries.” (Shemot 2;24) Listing the 
names of the Shevatim, says Rav Elyashiv, 
echoes the people’s hope and faith that 
they would be redeemed. Preserving 
their Jewish names, then, demonstrated 
their firm belief in the power of those 
names, the deeper belief in their deliv-
erance from Egyptian bondage, that they 
were forever bound to the Guardian of 
Israel.

Names have multiple meanings that 
allow every individual to draw out their 
different strengths depending on the sit-
uation. Rav Gifter in Pirkei Torah uses 
this concept to explain the repetition of 
Yaakov’s family at the end of Sefer Bere-
isheet and the beginning of Sefer Shemot. 
The list in Bereisheet were the names of 
the Shevatim as they thrived in Eretz Yis-
rael. Recording their names once again 
in Shemot illustrates that they developed 
singular, extraordinary strengths that 
allowed them to survive in galut as well.

Each of us is challenged to develop our-
selves through the various circumstances 
that we face in life, continually drawing out 
deeper aspects of self. When we continu-
ally grow and develop, we find that we can 
access redemption. 


